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R12 to r134a conversion calculator

I'm changing a new day from R12. Does everyone have a weight conversion chart? The car R12 costs £3.75. A Community Organizer can put lipstick ..... But it still doesn't make him President. ......... What kind of vehicle is Rush Limbaugh? The reason I ask, because in some vehicles, it is
not as easy as just screwing retro-fit parts and filling them with R134. Some 1993 and older R12 systems are not as 'compatible' as you might think to switch. The old hoses of some vehicles allow the R134 cooler to 'leak' from the linings on the hoses. R12 and R134 have different
chemistry. Some vehicles won't be a problem. I'm trying to help you avoid headaches in the long run. One more thing. Do you have an drain pump to vacuum the A/C system before charging? It is extremely important to allow the system to accept the appropriate total amount of coolant and
oil. It will also be a very smart idea to 'flush' or fry the system before charging. What about your hole tube and expansion valve? Are they all right? All these steps will help achieve optimum efficiency of A/C and are very doable at home. Do you have a Book of Chilton or Haynes for your
vehicle? ΜOΛΩΝ ΛΑΒΕ Equal Opportunity Offender This is an 81 vette. We are replacing comp, hole, cumulator, hoses and all o-rings. The rest of the system is washing and yes we will evacuate and charge. The only thing I stuck clubs with is the amount of R134a. Thank you for checking
in. A Community Organizer can put lipstick ..... But it still doesn't make him President. ......... Rush Limbaugh Typical R-134A charge listed R-12 charge is 90%. Q: What's the difference between Obama and his dog Bo? A: There are bo papers. An 81-year-old veterinarian. We are replacing
comp, hole, cumulator, hoses and all o-rings. The rest of the system is washing and yes we will evacuate and charge. The only thing I stuck clubs with is the amount of R134a. Thank you for checking in. It's a good deal. Now you're going to calm down in more than one way. There's nothing
like doing it right the first time. Btw... 3.75lbs = 45oz ΜOΛΩΝ ΛΑΒΕ Equal Opportunity Offender I have always used R-12 spec 80%. Some of their kits actually tell you that as well ... No, but I stayed at the Holiday Inn Express last night........ Thank you, guys. Now I have a math question.
3.75lbs = 60 oz. 60 oz. 60 oz @ 90% 54% oz. 60 oz @ 80% will be 48% oz. A Community Organizer can put lipstick ..... But it still doesn't make him President. ......... Rush Limbaugh No, but I stayed at a Holiday Inn Express last night ... .......... BTDT........ Using 80% of BMW's &amp;
Porsches, evaporators have had steamers more than once. Some experiments led me to a 90% fee and it was good for me. Q: What's the difference between Obama and his dog Bo? A: There are bo papers. Can... Most of the things I've been working on tube or evap temp sensor to keep
icing ... I noticed that old TXV's icing tends to be more susceptible ... The only problem on my mind is that you might want evaperator problems with a high-pressure .81 of the R-134. Either way, I won't go 100%, 80-90% just need to work well ... Also, the cooler is easier to remove to add.
(leagaly) No, but I stayed at the Holiday Inn Express last night........ I don't want to be any different here, but I got lucky with the 75% fee. The vehicle does not have an electric fan with a high side pressure switch to activate the fan when a predetermined pressure is reached.   05-15-2005,
12:34 12:34 Registered User Join Date: April 2001 Place: fort value Messages: 363 a pound R12 = how much is R134a? I have an 87 300E and normally charge AC on these cars R12 charges £2.4. I was verbally told that an MB seller also put about 80% or r134a about 2lbs by a good
mechanic. (My car has already been converted to R134a) Stu Ritter R12 at E Class OwnerIncil says get 2.4 lbs and R134a 2.2 lbs. So you need to put on 2.2 or 2 lbs? Does it still make much difference? Is the filling safer than the filler? 05-15-2005, 12:37 Moderator Join Date: Mar 2000
Place: Gainesville FL Messages: 6.844 Overcharged is safer to be under Yes. The standard rule of thumb is 80%, but use the pressures to decide the last quarter pound. __12:41 Registered User Join Date: Ace 2001 Place: fort value Messages: 363 My prints 240-250 on 39 05-15-2005,
12:50 Moderator Join Date: Mar 2000 Place: Gainesville FL Messages: 6.844 The reason I did not state prints is that it is very dynamic. They depend on a lot: ambient temperature, rpms, fan speed (both internal and external). Pressure sound about connected correctly .... _ The system
seemed to perform better last year with 215/40 prints. About 80F except temp. So what is the algorithm using pressures to optimize the system? Thanks. 05-15-2005, 03:24 Registered User Join Date: Jul 2000 Messages: 638 AC cooler level leaks? The head pressure sounds a little high,
but maybe it was hot that day or the capacitor was dirty. If the system has completely lost charge - it must be vacuumed and the dryer is replaced or the compressor will soon fail. Even the lubria for the R-134 is not like trace demyd or air. I always vacuum less than 100 microns (29,995
vacuum) and keep for 30 minutes to ensure all de-de-im lift. 05-15-2005, 02:31 Registered User Join Date: April 2001 Place: castle value Messages: 363 Down was about 1.08 lbs per machine. Then 15 min vac was made and then charged. It's a dlr. Temp was 80F. I don't know the exact
location of the leak. I saw paint another time in the upper right connection of the capacitor. I'm going to hose down the connector. So you want to reduce more R134a or increase head pressure? 07-19-2005, 10:03 Registered User Join Date: May 1999 Place: Lehigh Valley PA Messages:
1,330 more = won't there be more on both sides? I'm just on top of me; 25 psi, 40 psi, 91 deg ambiene closed but this is not idle, 1500 rpm and the system was running quite hot .... _1972 MB 280SE, 1978 Datsun 280Z, 1971 Ford T-Bird, 1972 Olds 88, 1983 Nissan Sentra, 1985 Sentra,
1973 230.6, 1990 Acura Integra, 1991 Volvo 940GLE wagon, 1983 300SD, 1984 300SD, 1995 Subaru Legacy L wagon, 2002 Mountaineer, 1991 300TE wagon, 2008 Murano , 2007 R320CDI 4Matic 52K, some Hyundai, 2008 BMW 535xi wagon, all gone ... Currently 2007 Honda Odyssey
Touring, 2014 E350 4matic 07-20-2005, 10:19 Pressures will be significantly different between IDLE and 1500 RPM. It should allow 1500 RPM stabilization for about five minutes. In doing so, it is also best to use a high volume fan to simulate ram air. I have an old squirrel cage fan moving
from the air LOTS. Not every car has a magic formula to use. The best betting makers instruction is to go by charging. Once converted, you are on your own and then need to add small quantities and continue carefully undercharge. High side pressure in a 134 converted system can easily
escape. Good luck, 07-20-2005, 10:55 A.M. Registered User Join Date: May 1999 Place: Lehigh Valley PA Messages: 1,330 LarryBible, thanks for the reply. My ventilation temperature may be 50 degrees, but that's only after a five-minute drive. I feel like I need to get a number of proper



guages and also check high side charge. If I need some ventilation, can I push part of the lower side valve to safely decompress? You can see, I'm new to these ac things, but he's eager to learn. I'm very pleased that I've added some magic fix-it stuff, not just straight R134. __1972 MB
280SE, 1978 Datsun 280Z, 1971 Ford T-Bird, 1972 Olds 88, 1983 Nissan Sentra, 1985 Sentra, 1973 230.6, 1990 Acura Integra, 1991 Volvo 940GLE wagon, 1983 300SD, 1984 300SD, 1995 Subaru Legacy L wagon, 2002 Mountaineer, 1991 300TE wagon, 2008 Murano, 2007 R320CDI 4
52K, some HyundaiMatic, 2008 BMW 535xi wagon , all gone ... currently 2007 Honda Odyssey Touring, 2014 E350 4matic 07-20-2005, 12:46 I said so!   Attendance Date: June 2002 Location: Motor City, Message: 2,847 Help me here. I'm still not sure what is the best way to determine
exactly where enough coolers are charged. I thought one way to determine the appropriate charge (after vacuuming) was to charge until a constant ventilation temperature and pressures were reached, then continue to add until the high side pressures just start climbing. This allows you to
fill the collector and cool down performance at any time for any slow leakage without losing the required earlier. I need to know where the system is happiest because I'm not evicted. __1972 MB 280SE, 1978 Datsun 280Z, 1971 Ford T-Bird, 1972 Olds 88, 1983 Nissan Sentra, 1985 Sentra,
1973 230.6, 1990 Acura Integra, 1991 Volvo 940GLE wagon, 1983 300SD, 1984 300SD, 1995 Subaru Legacy L wagon, 2002 Mountaineer, 1991 300TE wagon, 2008 Murano, 2007 R320CDI 4 52K, some HyundaiMatic, 2008 BMW 535xi wagon , all gone ... currently 2007 Honda Odyssey
Touring, 2014 E350 4matic 4matic
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